
Making God

Part of Your

Family

LEADER GUIDE

Use as Sunday School Literature

or Bible Study Resource



How to use this guide

The stories are written on adult level

with a family flavor that incorporates a

message for the older elementary aged

child as well as the adults.It is an easy

to follow Bible Study in story form. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL

OR BIBLE STUDY 

The book is

conveniently laid out

into chapters that can

be easily used to teach a

Sunday School Class or

Bible Study  –

Formulated for Ages 8 -

80

FLEXIBLE CLASS

TIME 

30 to 45 minutes

depending on the age

and length of the class

time. 

SCRIPTURE

REFERENCES 

- If schedule is flexible

or for extra study, time

can be spent looking up

and reading the

scriptures at the end of

each Chapter. The

scriptures are

numerically referenced

to a specific place in the

story.

PROVIDES

QUESTIONS TO

PROMPT

DISCUSSION 

Each lesson is written so

that the teacher can

read the story to the

children and pause to

discuss the question and

cam be completed in

10-15 minutes

depending on discussion

times.

ENGAGING AND

RELEVANT

MESSAGE 

·Each chapter is

retelling an Old

Testament story in an

easy to understand

format that explains

God’s message and

makes it applicable to

today’s life.

 



a guide to living

a revelation of God’s eternal plan of salvation for

all of mankind

a practical application to our daily lives

A portrait/picture of Jesus portrayed within the

story itself

In addition to telling the story, the chapter provides

one or more of the following:

The teacher should read the story ahead of time and

decide:

·What points to emphasize

·Which stories are best suited for the age of the class?

·Which questions within the story and at the end of each

chapter to discuss further

·If there is some other aspect that needs to be addressed 

·Whether to review the scriptures at the end of the

chapter or have them as a take-home

EXTRA 

HELPFUL TIPS



MORE WAYS

TO ENGAGE ADDITIONAL USE OF

STORY MESSAGES

·Teachers can assign roles and have

the children act out the story in a

skit format.

Meet in smaller groups to discuss

reactions and share personal stories

EXTRA USES

a guide to living

a revelation of God’s eternal

plan of salvation for all of

mankind

a practical application to

our daily lives

A portrait/picture of Jesus

portrayed within the story

itself

In addition to telling the story,

the chapter provides one or

more of the following:

HELPFUL TIPS

The teacher should read

the story ahead of time and

decide:

·What points to emphasize

·Which stories are best

suited for the age of the

class?
·Which questions within the story

and at the end of each chapter to

discuss further

·If there is some other

aspect that needs to be

addressed 

·Whether to review the

scriptures at the end of the

chapter or have them as a

take-home



We would love to hear

from you!
michael@michaelgrady.org

MICHAEL GRADY MINISTRIES, LLC

WWW.MICHAELGRADY.ORG

 

http://www.michaelgrady.org/

